Designed for the Individual

Presenting Beside Storage. Thoughtfully designed by the Haworth Design Studio, Beside Storage features a light-scale, residential aesthetic that responds to the blending of the work office and home office. Beside can be used alone in a storage-based application, or together with Reside® Desking to provide a wide range of application and planning capabilities.

Beside Storage will enhance an individual’s work environment whether in a storage based, desking, panel, or moveable walls environment. Beside brings truly personal solutions to users through a considerate approach to storage options. And because it was designed to integrate with other products, Belong™ Accessories integrate flawlessly to create personal definition within the workspace.
Embraces Change
Beside Storage responds with visually interesting and dynamic space creation, bringing flexibility to the forefront. Through unique applications and a wide range of material choices, Beside provides the scalability to support a client’s needs now and for the future. Storage-based planning solutions result in reduced redundancies and increased efficiencies, which means space compression is addressed without compromise to users. An integrated technology solution leverages a client’s space to its fullest.

Provides Future Assurance
Designed as part of the Haworth Integrated Palette®, Beside can be applied alone or used seamlessly with Reside Desking, Belong Accessories—as well as with the Compose® panel system, Enclose® moveable walls, Patterns® architectural system, and Planes® conferencing solutions. Only Haworth can offer an integrated kit of parts created to support the widest range of environments and offer future assurance to clients who recognize their investment must be effective for years to come.